
Supremacy in Jewish ideology, 
& “sacred” text, and its 

consequences on the world



Sources
• Torah (Old Testament) 

• Mishneh Torah (Book of  Jewish law by Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon) 

• Tanya (major Kabbala book, after Zohar) 

• Talmud (text of  Rabbinic Judaism and the primary source of  Jewish religious law 
(halakha) and Jewish theology) 

• 613 Jewish Commandments (any observant Jew is expected to follow) 

• Rebbe Menachem Schneerson 

• Rabbi Manis Friedman 

• Chabad Lubavitch publications

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rabbinic_Judaism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Halakha
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_theology


In my initial investigation I thought that my 
findings are related only to the Kabbalist 

group Chabad Lubavitch and has not much 
to do with Torah or Torah Jews



Later on I was proven wrong



With the aggravation of the situation in Palestine and 
seeing no end in sight, it became increasingly obvious 

that understanding the role of ideology in what is 
happening in Palestine is extremely crucial, if we are 

indeed serious about helping Palestinians 



As you know, there is not restriction against 
anyone who wants to examine the role of 

ideology in creating, shaping and animating 
Christian Zionism and its ramification on 

Palestinians and their tragedy by supporting, 
sustaining and protecting seven decades of slow 

genocide 

Shouldn’t we be able to apply the same rule to 
Jewish ideology? 



My Journey 
 

It all began with me stumbling upon one word that turned my world upside-down  

Neshameh (Jewish Divine Soul) 



Kabbala teaching: every Jew has two souls, one 
animal soul and an additional divine soul, 

whereas other non-Jews have only the animal soul 

Kabbala is known as Jewish mysticism, or the soul of 
Judaism



































































































The interpretation of “chosen” in 
Kabbala 

 Jews posses an “additional divine” 
soul (Neshameh) and “Gentiles” 

possess only an “Animal Soul” which 
emanate from “impure evil source” 



IMHO, this interpretation of the “chosen” 
is absolutely detrimental to Palestine, 

Palestinians, the world welfare, nay, the 
survival of the world 

It is not only racist and supremacist, but it 
also genocidal, as we shall see later on













Kabbala’s ideological supremacy 
is the foundation of Chabad 

Lubavitch doctrine, revived and 
spread through the teachings of 
rebbe Menachem Schneerson, 

and many other kabbalists 



As we shall see in the following 
quotes by rebbe Schneerson and 

Manis Friedman





















http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKY42rMRTiI&feature=related

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKY42rMRTiI
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DwKY42rMRTiI%26feature%3Drelated%26fbclid%3DIwAR2XgIW17p38jAXZSMm_u5UJOHA5sGI5qzxUEog8OyT7_zR_o7FDk4TBsAk&h=AT1OerxaiCoSg7EwzuiYRy7mn-Ynr3CmX3R8jHoeGsHg7-_JZfDQBwksfAgxLYzyqgKn16QqIeY0c9L7OI2_kewXx3dTk9i7XxXkqxEj9CTfZQPgx7ro1ib7LGFZk1TAJq4soh8KGA&__tn__=R%5D-y0.g-R&c%5B0%5D=AT1o5ePqF5dmg8Qa-7I46yEfpXIr-JqunTuVWadStrlYDQpso5Eh299MCYIHU9YuMvzdbFJQ_cOsukTytADqba2SJv53MKL19XEQj1q6J--nAhDGdz5Ir8areR1NyYu1G-OGsQp9XgTDCXqBKQaktfKNLn3BjTpE6CFwJ3SY3_N8MKUr4738oQrZCHB_2GBN7P8O


This is the rebbe who was awarded the U.S 
Congressional Gold Medal, in 1995, “in recognition 

of  his outstanding and enduring contributions 
toward world education, morality, and acts of  

charity”



This is the rebbe whose birthday has 
been chosen to be celebrated in all 

American schools as the Education Day



Rabbi Manis Freidman teaches the same ideology of  
supremacy of  rebbe Schneerson 

















In any given problem, we need 
diagnosis before finding a solution

• If we are dealing with a racist violent organisation, the first thing we 
do in order to combat them, is to examine and evaluate their IDEAS, 
from which ideology would grow. Then we look at their beliefs, 
philosophies, mission statement, their aims and objectives, then we 
examine their tactics, modus operandi and analyse their strategy  



Characteristics of  Jewish soul according to Kabbala

• Jewish soul is a “unique, additional and divine soul” 

• Jews are not creation of God, but a “part of God” 

• Jews as a collective are the “feminine part of God” 

• Jewish soul is a permanent intrinsic state, one cannot get rid of it (one cannot stop 
being Jewish) 

• It comes through the mother 

• Jews are here for a special mission, "Tikkun Olam B'Malchut Shaddai”, (total world 
transformation)  

• Jewish soul gives Jews supernatural abilities  

• It entitles Jews to world leadership



Quote: 
 
”Practical Kabbalah," is a far more commonly used term that evokes 
esoteric meditations and/or magical incantations for spiritual elevation, 
healing and cursing, often involving the manipulation of sacred words. 
There are many phrases giving expression to Jewish purpose and mission 
and to the characteristics of the Jewish people meant to accomplish it.  
 
Expressions defining this mission include:



Jewish purpose and mission according to Kabbala
*   “Tikkun Olam B'Malchut Shaddai” (total world transformation), 

*   “Makom Ladur BaTachtonim” (to make a place for Him in the lower realms), 

*   “Timcheh Et Zeicher Amalek” (eradicate Amalek), 

*   “L’Or Goyim” (a light unto the nations), etc. 

The epithets affirming that the people of Israel are equal to this task include: 

* “Am Segula” (the chosen people), 

* “Goy Kadosh UMamlechet Kohanim” (a holy people and a nation of priests), 

* “MeAl HaTeva” (above nature), 

* “Ba’alei Nevuah” (masters of prophecy), 

* “Ba’alei Hashpa'a Nissit” (exercisers of miraculous influence), 

* “Kol Yisrael Tzaddikim” (all Israel are righteous), etc. 

 Source (now deleted) http://www.projectmind.org/exoteric/kabbalah.html





Their mission includes world 
domination, transformation and 
extermination of  some nations





























Kabbala also teaches that the 
physical bodies of  Jews are 

distinct and different 























Initially I thought ideological 
supremacy is confined only to kabbala,  

its books and rabbinic teachings 



Later on I realised that even though non-kabbalist rabbis like Moshe Ben mammon 
who doesn’t agree with the concept of an “additional” Jewish soul, but he still 

believes in the superiority of Jews. 
 

His book of Mishneh Torah contains an incredible amount of racist and supremacist 
materials and ideas which systematically differentiate between Jews and non-Jews 

in almost every aspect of life and law 



















Upon further reading I found out that ideological supremacy 
also exists in Torah (Old Testament), which undoubtedly has 
caused the schism we see in Christian theology today  and 
the rise of  Christian Zionism. It also makes the claims and 

position of  Torah Jews quite unsettling 



Thus the need to examine and 
question these theological 

problems couldn’t be more urgent











Why is it important to know, expose 
and oppose such outlandish beliefs?



Some might say: 
 “Why excavate such issues now, why exhume 

hoary ideologies and waste time wrestling 
with it?” 

Some might say: 
“These are only some foolish beliefs, and 

people are entitle to have their own, it’s called 

freedom of  thought”  



This is true, except that when those beliefs are 
HARMFUL to life and to humanity, when those 
beliefs entice racist, chauvinistic, supremacist 

attitudes and policies, and worse still if they invoke 
mass murder, genocide, and total eradication of 
others; then exposing and opposing such beliefs 
is not only a right but an obligation for any human 
who cares about morality, equality, human rights, 

justice and world peace. 

•



Ideological Jewish supremacy has severe 
ramification of  the lives of  non-Jews

• Unwarranted sense of entitlement to the detriment of others 

• Unchallenged racism against others 

• Two different set of laws, for Jews and for “gentiles”, I.e eradication of 
equality before the law 

• Justification of crimes against others, including theft, assassination, and 
even extermination  

• Delusion of entitlement of “world fixing”, world leadership and domination



The only outcome for allowing such 
ideology to continue thriving 

unchallenged, is the negation of  
every aspiration mankind had ever 

hoped for 

We would have no hope for a world of  
equality, justice and peace!



Different Set of  Laws for Jews and 
“gentiles”













































































Suppression of  Freedom of  
Thought and Expression





















Sense of  Entitlement to the 
detriment of  others













































Justification of  Crimes Theft and 
Robbery









































































Ideological unchallenged racism 
against others























but what is even more disturbing is that 
ideological supremacy has permeated 

even the atheistic most secular mindset.  
It has become systemic





















Philip Weiss who 
calls himself  
progressive Jew, 
and the motto of  
his website 
“Mondoweiss 
The War of  
Ideas in the 
Middle East” 











Sarah Schulman, of  Queer International











The practical manifestation 
of  ideological supremacy























In the Jewish 
state, black 
and white 

children go to 
different 
schools 

generally, but 
when they go 

to same 
school they 

don’t mix



























A rabbi tearing off  
the Christian Bible 





























































































































“Gentiles are inferior, evil and 
impure beyond redemption”

















































































Hatred and incitement of  hatred as 
“positive commandment”































































































Slavery as a “sacred” 
commandment





























































Justification of  Crimes: 
assassination, genocide and 

Extermination





















































































































(Jewish Institute for National 
Security Affairs) JINSA annual 

report 2012 recommended 
criticism of  “israel” as “the most 

effective way to counter de-
legitimisation” 





The most documented Crimes Against 
Humanity, yet it has been allowed to 

go on for over seventy years



























































Expansion and working 
 for “greater israel”















Waiting for Moshiach to build a 
temple on the ruins of  Al-aqsa 

mosque

























It would’ve been perfectly ok if such beliefs are held 
by a fringe group who has no weight in the scale of 

world affairs, security and peace, and keep such 
beliefs to themselves without causing harm to others 



The truth is far more disturbing, such group is 
the most wealthy, most active, most influential 

group amongst Ultra Orthodox, Orthodox,  
Conservative and Reformed Judaism



Chabad in high power



Both Former Homeland Security Chiefs 
Michael Chertoff and Joseph Lieberman 

are members of and keen advocates for 
Chabad







Jared Kushner and his wife Ivanka 
are active Chabad members 



The “professor of Torture”, and “Police State advocate”Alan 
Dershowitz is also an avid supporter 

http://www.counterpunch.org/youmans0910.html




Alan Dershowitz quotes:

  
“The enemies of the Jewish people focus on campuses . . . . that’s why Chabad’s presence 
on campuses today is crucial . . . to inoculate students against the anti-semitism and 
apathy, and to make young people proud of being Jewish.” 

“Chabad houses on college campuses we are seeing a revolution in American university 
education which has been stimulated by Chabad. A major revolution!” 

“We cannot rest until there is at least one Chabad shliach on every major college 
campus in the world”



Rabbi Dov S. Zakheim, U.S Undersecretary of  Defence. While in office 2.3 trillion 
went missing from the Pentagon, announced one day before 9-11 

Zakheim and his father are ordained Orthodox rabbis  



 Chabadist Mitchell (Moyshe) Silk, Secretary Assistant U.S. Treasury  



US Attorney General, torture-advocate, Michael Mukasey  

lit the first candle of Chabad Menorah in Front of White House, on 
Wednesday, December 05, 2007 

http://www.chabad.org/news/photo_cdo/aid/606738/jewish/Photos-National-Menorah-Lit-in-Front-of-White-House.htm


Ari Fleischer Former Bush’s Press Secretary, was an early leader and 
co-president of Chabad’s Capitol Jewish Forum. He was given the 
Chabad’s Young Leadership award for his outstanding services 











































































Delusion of  Entitlement to world 
Leadership and domination













They are thinking BIG



 Working for years establishing 
Noahide laws and Noahide 

communities for the purpose of  
“world transformation”















Universal Theocratic Law for Non-Jews 
http://www.hasidicuniversity.org/index.php?page=hu_theocracy/th_toc.htm 

Uniting the United Nations with Seven Noahide Laws 

https://www.un.org/ecosoc/sites/www.un.org.ecosoc/files/files/en/2016doc/list-oral-statment-institute-of-noahide-code.pdf

http://www.hasidicuniversity.org/index.php?page=hu_theocracy/th_toc.htm
https://www.un.org/ecosoc/sites/www.un.org.ecosoc/files/files/en/2016doc/list-oral-statment-institute-of-noahide-code.pdf






































Is there hope? 



Oh yes there is 
Palestinians are leading the way 

Resistance… Steadfastness 
 Faith… Hope































































































The more cruel and deceptive they are, the 
more creative and stubborn we become



Palestinian 
majority are a faith 

community

We believe that absolute high 
principles like Truth, Justice, 
Peace Love, Compassion etc 

exist, because these principles 
are attributes of the Divine 

Creator







“To smile when confronted with the most severe oppression,  

is an act of  Resistance rooted in unparalleled beauty.” 











































































































































































Quetzal 
Bird of  freedom



If  we are serious about working for justice, equality and peace, 
we, as humanity need to find our inner light and inner strength 
to be witnesses for truth and to stand up against evil in every 

way possible  

Just like Palestinians








































